
FROM THE EDITOR

COWBOY POETRY AND BOOTS

By Elbert Eugene Peck

FOR THE PAST two years I have spent

a long and delightful January weekend in
Elko, Nevada, at the granddaddy Cowboy
Poetry Gathering. Each WSlt prompted
thoughtful comparisons to my Mormon cul-
ture.

The gathering ~s just what one might ex-
pect it to bema conference of, by, and for
cattlepeople. In concurrent sessions
throughout the day at the Elko Convention
Center, cowboy poets presented their poems
to like-experienced buckaroos who laughed
and cried In recognition.

What makes the conference so attractive
to outsiders is the powerful sense of authen-
ticity-no academic posturing here, al-
though eight years of gatherings have made
the poets more self-cntical of their poetic
style These are real cowboys writing about
their day-to-day lives. The poems are genu-
ine products of the cowboy culture and are
also agents that nurture and sustain it.
Whether writing about being bucked from a
horse, outhouse romance, finicky trail cooks,
novice cow-milkers, wives who are not "part
of the crew," the lonely trail, or a eulogy to
the best dog ever, these poets celebrate the
life of ranching. In sharing humor and sor-

row, pathos and bathos, the trivial and cos-
m~c, the world-forgotten cowboy commu-
nity is told that it is valued and valuable.
Connnual pokes at outsiders~nvironmen-
tahsts, b~g-cIty folks, the Bureau of Land
Management, farmers (who have a place),
and literary people-~help estabhsh the
community’s boundaries and remind them
what they are not and who the outsiders are.

And what an oral tradition! These poets
have countless poems memonzed, not only
thmr own but also others’ that they prize.
They know the classtc poems of the great
cowboy poets before them. For three non-
stop days aficionados sit tn rooms listening to
recitations (w~th breaks for some cowboy
songs). They intently follow the stories’ nar-
ratives, laugh at the corny jokes, and applaud
the sentimental topics, the common experi-
ences, and simple all-American morals. The
stories shape them.

And they shape the stories. The gathering
has refined this folk tradition. While they all
celebrate the folk aspects of the poetry,
clearly the poets are more sophisticated with
the literary devices they employ: theme,
meter, rhyme, assonance, metaphor, and en-
jambment. They work to express thmr ideas

better and chide poets who don’t own a dlc-
nonary. Nevertheless, criucal analyses are left
to prefatory comments, hallway chatter, and
pre-conference workshops. The sessions are
s~mply polished performances, almost dra-
manc theater, with ~ncre&ble audmnce atten-
tion and appreciation. These stories tell them
who they are and how they should act.

In the midst of this creanve energy and
vltahty, it ~s hard to discount the ~mportance
of these poems as mere entertainment, even
though many still have the sing-song rhythm
and predictable rhyme that my English
teachers castigated. These poems are read
and reread by everyday people for meamng,
vahdation, and insight--not just by other
poets and literature crincs and teachers~
and they shape and define their lives. Listen-
ing to poets perform, I became caught up ~n
celebrating the cowboy life. Because of the
experiential ongins of the poems, even the
most didactic verses were acceptable, and
poems where the message was integrated
into the story were delightful. In contrast,
poems w~th s~mflar literary style but not
rooted in personal experience, such as those
often quoted in sacrament meetings, lose that
authenticity and are only hard-to-endure
doggerel.

On my first WSlt, after listening to the
cowboy poets, I felt part of the cowboy com-
munity, that I understood them and in a
substantial way was connected with them. Of
course, I wasn’t, but by hearing story after
story, for most cowboy poems are narrauves,
about the common experiences of ropin’ and
bunMn’, buckin’ and herdin’, being free and
out under the stars, and the "cowboy code"
of integrity, I bought into the larger cowboy
story and their way of vmwing the world.
What power stories have to b~nd individuals
to the community’s traditions and to each
other! Even after only three days.

I THOUGHT of how a similar folk tradi-
tion of oral performance could enrich Mor-
monism. Wouldn’t it be grand for LDS
gatherings to be graced with humorous and
serious poems by ward members celebrating
everyday Mormon life? Is it possible to make
poetry--folk poetry--a popular art again?
Or is poetry destined to be the purview of a
small elite LDS literati? We need to resurrect
our pioneer oral traditions of telling, listen-
ing, and retelling fun-to-hear rhymed stones.
The sharing of such stories could help inte-
grate into a ward converts and new move-ins
by stmultaneously instrucung them in com-
munity values and introducing the local per-
sonalities. There could be poems on home
and visiting teaching, missionary work, ser-
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vice projects, home evemngs, presiding,
teaching, rearing children, scripture reading,
tithing settlement, accepting calls, prayer,
missionary work (most missionary poems
are so sober), genealogy research, Mutual,
Scouts and Scout masters, general confer-
ence--fun and serious stories with which we
can identify. Instead of a poem on "The
Cowboy’s Christmas Ball" there’d be "The
Ward Birthday Dinner", instead of "Windy
Bill" we’d have "Testimony Sally"; "The
Cowboy’s Prayer" would be "A Mormon’s
Psalm"; and "Hat Etiquette" would become
"Rules for Asking Questions in Sunday
School." Some poems would present the
ideal; others would celebrate our quirky hu-
manness in being God’s people. Imagine how
hearing brothers and sisters perform such
works would help socmlize everyone into the
dramatic Mormon story and worldview and
engender a tolerance for the human diversity
among us.

In contrast, though the sharing of experi-
ences in fast and testimony meeting is often
dynamic, much of what happens now at
Church is didactic and bonng--the rear-
ranging of platitudes, and the chanting of
stock answers. And this weakens our con-
nectlons to other members and to the larger
Mormon culture, especially when compared
to the pioneer Church. Our duties in fulfill-
ing the Church’s three missions (including
ordinances and commandments) define our
contemporary religious life, not the sociality
with the community.

But could our Mormon culture, even just
in the United States, incorporate a tradition
such as poetry performance? If cowboys can
adopt poetry (an incongruity that prompts
Johnny Carson to feature one each year),
perhaps Mormons can too. Given our pio-
neer tradition of Saints dedicating their artis-
tic skills to create a culture, there are customs
to draw upon. But given the current absence
of showcasing locally produced arts in
today’s Church, I wonder if we could adopt
folk poetry--especially when one considers
how sober a people we are. Would members
in the congregation become a surrogate cor-
relation review committee, censoring every
phrase that is doctrinally unjustified or ques-
tionable? Perhaps we could cherish poems
that celebrate the goodness of every-day
hard-working, deep-believing but flawed
Saints. But folk poetry also is at times in-
herently anti-institutional, individualistic,
and earthy. Could we indulge a poet’s work
about the Saint who often voted "no" just on
principle? Or one about a bishop who hated
hearing confessions and often gave wrong
advice? Or one about a stressed-out mission-

ary who taught the best lessons after drinking
a beer? Even with the most light-hearted and
endearing poem, I have doubts. Yet, healthy
folk traditions must honestly reflect who we
really are as a people--including, perhaps
especially, our irreverent and earthy human
sides--letting God’s divinity, not ours, shine
through in us, however dimly and warped.

The poetry gathenng showed me dy-
namic possibilities that we could embrace to
strengthen and enliven our community. But
even if members wrote and were willing to
recite Mormon folk poems, when would we
hear them? During the three consolidated
Sunday meetings? In priesthood? In Sunday
school? In sacrament meeting? No? When?
When else do we get together? In the temple?
During home or visiting teaching? Are all our
contacts becoming formal and boring? How
about ward socials, which reportedly are
being scaled back? What have we reduced
Mormonism to? A series of instructional
meetings and individual living? When do we
get together to "strengthen each other" in the
social context?

Perhaps the nature of the oral traditions
means they need to flourish just outside the
official Church structure--part of the envel-
oping, unofficial, folk culture. After all, the
kingdom and kingdom building is larger
than the institutional Church, and the LDS
culture that grows out of the Church and
sustains the Church’s mission must In many
important ways operate independently of the
Church. Since bishops will always wince at
the slightly irreverent poem recited at a ward
supper, maybe we need to have home gath-
enngs, dinners, and recitations.

For example, BYU professor Arthur
Henry King stressed the importance of mem-
orizing and reciting. He had his classes over
for dinner and each student had to share a
performance with the group. It was an edify-
ing evening listening to the piano and recita-
tions. Then we’d talk, and it would be easier
to talk and share after the performances;
because of that communal event somehow I
felt closer to those anonymous classmates.

I used to think that the Church’s official
watchcare was essential because of its demo-
cratic nature--not a soul was overlooked
from the systematic home teaching or open-
invitation ward socials. But I now think that
with a ward roster and encouragement,
members are sophisticated and sincere
enough to invite the "lost sheep" over on
their own also. Indeed, one of the implica-
tions of a lay priesthood empowering all
adult men and women is that we all are
shepherds of Israel, and we can compliment
the Church’s mission by gathering Zion in

our homes for a meal and some hokey folk
poetry.

LIKE all cultures, the cowboy culture
includes more than poetry, and the same
group processes that makes Individuals feel
included and connected will unavoidably ex-
clude others. This was also strikingly evident
at the gathering, particularly with the all-per-
vasive cowboy costume required of everyone
inside the community. Cowboys scrutinized
each others’ attire to gain information and
classify. I watched one buckaroo check me
out as he entered a room to see if I was a
cowboy to talk to, a member of the group. He
started at my hatless head, then down to my
scarfless neck, my passable shirt (fortunately
I wasn’t wearing a Polo pony), the nonde-
script leather belt and jeans, which weren’t
Wrangler’s but they also weren’t Calvin
Klein’s. Up until that moment there was a
slight chance I was at least a marginal cow-
boy. But, then, those white deck shoes! What
cowboy wears Sperry Top-siders? I was defi-
nitely an outsider, and he walked past me.
That hurt a little because the stories made me
feel connected with h~m, but not vice versa.
The same culture that produced the cowboy
poetry that beguiled me also produced the
exclusivity that rejected me.

There are other things that mark the
boundaries between the cowboy world and
the rest of humankind: an accent, holding a
critical mass of cowboy values (individual-
ism, stoicism, anti-govemmentalism, anti-
environmentalism), and ranching experience
that poets must casually mention prior to
reciting (if it’s not current you’ve got to have
a good reason for giving it up, like financial
disaster). It became clear that as much as
these storied cowboy poems helped me em-
brace their culture, even with its distasteful
sexism and racism, I would always be an
outsider. There was a clear line, and that was
okay; I was a weekend cultural tourist and
didn’t really want to be a cowboy But maybe
because I grew up in the sixties, I hate being
judged and excluded by such small extemal-
ities (then it was long hair and grubby
clothes).

Of course, all cultures have outward sym-
bols that help maintain its boundaries, sym-
bols without which the community would
dissolve. You can tell you’re on a boundary
issue if you have to explain why you are
violating something that is self-evidently
trivial. Mainstream, middle-class, American
Mormonism has its white shirt/dark suit uni-
form, as well as other boundary-telling items
such as Coke and the Word of Wisdom. They
are not core to the religion, yet disobeying
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them regrettably places one on the margin or
even outside the commumty. Christ and the
prophets have railed against judging and ex-
cluding people over such ~nconsequentlals,
but I suspect boundary items are also ines-
capable; they are part of the package deal of
culture and community. Thts fact makes me
ponder the challenges and ~mphcations of
trying to be a world-wide Church in which
everyone can find place.

For rehg~on, the existence of exclusive
boundary items is probably not serious tf
you’re a Protestant and don’t fit into one
congregation’s style--you simply find one
that better suits your tastes and social class.
But what if you belong to a world-verde
church with the belief that it should embrace
every nation, tongue, and people, and you
are assigned to a geographic ward that
doesn’t fit your class? Then the issue of trivial
boundary items becomes important because
you have to work hard to prove yourself to
the congregation. Perhaps the cowboy and
the farmer can be friends at Church, but what
about the cowboy and the bureaucrat? Can a
cowboy be an equal member in the upper-
m~ddle class Washington, D. C., ward in
which I grew up, even if it maxed out in
communal story telling through poetry?
Doubtful, although there are extraordinary
exceptions. However, it is probably easier
today than in the past. The intemationaliza-
tion of the Church has reduced the domain
of Mormonism in our collective and individ-
ual lives. Where the pioneer Church encom-
passed almost all aspects of living--artistic,
social, cultural, educational, economic, fa-
milial, spiritual~today’s Church narrowly
focuses on shared religious practices and
leaves most social and almost all cultural and
economic aspects to the individual and the
family. Hence, today’s boundary walls be-
tween Mormonism and the world are fewer
and lower than in the nineteenth century;
that means more can be included, but it also
means there is a danger of losing all distinc-
tiveness.

The utopian idealist in me wants to create
a Mormonism where only the few core Mor-
mon beliefs and practices are enforced
boundaries and where we can overlook ff not
embrace other differences. Where we can
~ncorporate all customs, languages, and
where class distinctions can be equally in-
cluded within any local congregation. Where
no one is a stranger or a foreigner in any ward
family because of his or her outward differ-
ences. Increasingly, this passion drives my
theological ponderings and insntutional cri-
tique.

But the pragmatist in me acknowledges

that there are and always w-ill be differences
that cannot be totally transcended. We must
then utilize them to cultivate and sustain
religious community. And that means wards
will differ in their socio-economic make-up
and hence in their sustaining customs and
tradinons and boundaries. This follows a
Catholic model for the international LDS
church, and ~ncreasingly for the American
church, which explicitly recogmzes many
very different churches under the umbrella
of one church. Hence, within stakes we can
have an affluent suburban ward, a poor
inner-c~ty ward, several different language
wards, as well as wards for single adults, for
marrieds w~th children, and for older Saints
wathout children--each with shghtly varying
norms and boundaries. Within such com-
munities, traditions similar to cowboy poetry
can flourish and help create and sustain
genuine community. Yet, there exists the
danger of creating too strong of boundaries.

The social reformer tn me would like to
eliminate the mmntenance of trivial bound-
ary items--smoking, dnnk~ng, swearing,
dress--and focus on the important things
like Christian service, simple hving, forgiv-
ing, not judging, being kind-~the criteria
listed in the Sermon on the Mount and 1
Connthians 13. But the individualist in me
would revolt even more against a commumty
that formally or informally evaluated me on
those criteria to the extent that I am placed
on the margins or even on the outside based
on my behavior. How could they truly judge?
And, anyway, wouldn’t it be premature? I’m
a work in progress. Hence, while I dream of
the day when Mormon communities are
known as Christian communities because of

thmr love, we must not make that goal an
explicit criteria for membership. If boundary
issues are unavoidable, I’d rather be included
because I don’t smoke than be excluded
because I’m too selfish.

Having stud that, observing trivial bound-
ary items is still ~s a comphcated dance for
me. I’ll conform to them enough to be in-
cluded, but defy them enough to show that I
don’t accept them as all-important and also
to expand the boundaries of acceptabfltty to
create room for a larger variety of God’s chil-
dren ~n the gospel tent.

Trivial boundary issues enable us to hve
in the world and yet be separate from it. They
provide a commonality that allows Saints to
confront the world together with our pack-
age Mormon values. But ultimately what
makes us Mormons cannot be merely ab-
staining from coffee but also our unique view
of God and humankind’s role in hfe. And as
cowboy poems illustrate, stories convey a
worldview better than anything else, includ-
ing cowboy boots and hats and other trivial
externaliues. The renaissance ~n the impor-
tance of stories, populanzed by mythologist
Joseph Campbell, has Mormon folklorists,
sociologists, anthropologists, and even histo-
rians! talking about the importance and vital-
ity of storytelling in Mormonism. The telling
of Mormon stories, including performed folk
poetry, are what will make our separateness
healthy, creative, social, and communal, not
an overemphasis on exclusive externalities or
even rituals, as important as they are.

Nevertheless, to fit tn better at the Cow-
boy Gathering, next year I’m wearing boots
and buying a hat!                     ~

MORMON FOLK POETRY

The August 1992 Sunstone symposium in Salt Lake City will
feature folk poetry celebrating everyday Mormon life--every-
thing from birthing to dying, humor, pathos, spirituality, even the
slightly irreverent. We’ll consider an entry as long as it eulogizes,
humorizes, or harmonizes things Mormon. Poets must perform
their works at the session.

Send submissions to:
Marti Esplin
Sunstone

331 S. Rio Grande, Ste. 206
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1136
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